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About This Game

Summary

Save the Ninja Clan is a platformer for casual players as well as speed runners. There are two ways to play this game: play
through the normal story mode or find secrets/"bugs" in the game to annoy the Game Manager watching.

Story

An evil ninja kidnapped your friends. You must collect scrolls in order to find your friends and save them. You will play as
different ninjas as the journey progresses. Each ninja has a different ability: Green ninja has a double jump, Purple Ninja has a

sprint, and the Grey Ninja has a dash (with temporary invincibility).
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Alternate Story

You can annoy the "Game Manager" by finding secrets/"bugs" in the game. Eventually he will get tired of you breaking the
current level and send you off to the next one.

-Gamepad/Controller Highly Recommended-

Features

30 Unique Levels.

Secrets/Bugs in all non boss levels.

3 Ninja types with different abilities.

3 Boss Fights.

Game too hard or too easy? Adjust the game speed.

You can unlock knife modifications.

Many stats are tracked.

Replays that show previous attempts.

Secret ending which unlocks something secret.
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Title: Save the Ninja Clan
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Willz
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017
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Truly, an amazing experience. I actually played this when it was on show at a convention; it was good then, and it's still good
now. A flawless soundtrack, a pulse racing gaming experience, and all around very entertaining.

My only issues have been occasional frame tearing (which, considering I'm using a gaming laptop, is somewhat concerning), and
the fact that I would have preferred to get it on my Xbox One, but it was pulled from the marketplace before I could purchase it.

Thank you anyway; an amazing game that has obviously had heart and soul poured into it.. Eador is basically a game that
combines all that is good in Hereos of Might and Magic, Age of Wonders and Disciples and blends it with the original view of
the creators. And New Horizons mod adds even more complexity if one wants it. Sure the game may tire someone after playing
many shards in a row, but one always returns to finish the job.. Built a zebra enclosure.

Put a tiger in.

Tiger no longer hungry.

Fun game. Surprisingly steep learning curve while still entertaining.. this game is rly frustrating to play because u cant see the
projectiles from enemies at the beginig. They are small and they blend with the background so it makes the game imposible in
mine opinion. Nice Evolution Game, but it should be easier to make dinosaurs. though i do recommend this.. Its not worth that
two bucks, it should be available for free from the beginning, but buy it to support developers, because Ron Gilbert and Garry
Winnick are still kings of point'n'click adventure games.
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The first levels of the game are worth to play but the others are hard and the style is like Game Boys.... I really liked the game's
art and animation. I also enjoyed the jokes and references throughout. Well done.. So yeah, I started watching it twice now and
both times I woke up not knowing how it ended.
All I can say is that I enjoyed the first 30 minutes.. The Game is very fun, graphics is beautiful, and the puzzle are so hard, i love
this game! Congratulations to developer. :). I definitely recomend this for anyone looking for an older military-based computer
game. The controls aren't complex and you get to choose what your soldier has before each mission, which is a big A+ in my
book.
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